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B. Ed. (THIRD - SEMESTER)
EXAMINATION, Dec. - Jan., 2021-22

 PAPER EIGHTH
(PART II)

(PEDAGOGY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE )

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80

      
   

Note : Attempt all the given questions. One question from
each unit is compulsory. All questions carry equal
marks.



Unit - 1

1. 
        
   

What do you understand by Audio-Visual material? Explain
the need and importance of using audio-visual material and
multimedia in Physical Science teaching by examples.
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Or


  

What do you mean by improvised apparatus? Explain the
construction and uses of improvised apparatus in
physical science teaching.



Unit - 2

2. 


What do you understand by continuous and comprehen-
sive evaluation? Describe in detail the continuous and com-
prehensive evaluation process in Physical Science.



Or


     
   

What is the meaning of Project Work? Describe the na-
ture and steps of project work. How is project work as-
sessed in physical science teaching?
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Unit - 3

3. 


Explain the participation of learner in development of in-
structional material for identification and designing of
teaching-learning experiences.



Or


  

What is the utility of laboratory in Physical Science? Why
laboratory experiments are necessary for students?



Unit - 4

4.         
     

What are the main curriculum activities? Which can you
organize? Write in detail.

 Or
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Write short notes on any two of the following-

(A) Science - Club

(B) Science fair and Exhibition

(C) Debate



Unit - 5

5. 
      

What are the means professional development
programmes for science teacher? Write in detail.



Or

     

 

  

  

Write short notes on any two of the following-

(1) Journals

(2) Action research

(3) Science Centre


